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1) Mission Statement of the Sand Committee:
The sand committee was formed by the Board of Directors of Chapman Beach to help
respond to issues which were raised in a sand petition to the Board of Directors from last
summer. The Board of Directors subsequently asked the Sand Committee to obtain additional
information that would help facilitate the Board’s decision as to sand renourishment in the
future, best practices of sand, sources of sand, health concerns of sand, and any other
information that might be relevant on the subject of whether sand on our beaches should be
replenished out not.

2) Pros and Cons of Beach ReNourishment- https://www.quora.com/What-are-the-pros-andcons-of-beach-renourishment
The Pros of Beach ReNourishment
1. Beaches are able to stay intact.
Enough erosion can cause a beach to eventually collapse. This collapse means the local
ecosystem collapses with it and create destruction throughout the chain of life. By renourishing
the beach, the ecosystem can be saved and therefore preserve the chain of life that exists
locally. In return, the costs of repairing the beach can be made up over time with various usage
fees.
2. It creates a safer beach environment.
Once enough sand erodes from a beach, there can be numerous hazards that could find the feet
of visitors or the bellies of sea life. Replacing the sand helps to provide a safer experience for the
entire ecosystem. By giving sea life a place to burrow, the possibility of toxins spreading
throughout the local chain of life is reduced and ultimately provides the ecosystem with better
sustainability.
3. Beaches are better buffers.
Waves that don’t have a beach to buffer their impact can be a violent force of nature. The waves
crash mightily against whatever barrier they do encounter and this added force actually
increases the potential for erosion. Beach renourishment helps to keep the gentle buffer in
place and provide a better level of protection for nearby properties.
4. It protects inland properties.
Many beaches have a steep incline that leads up from the water. These inclines are very
susceptible to erosion and any moisture may impact them in a negative way. With enough
instability present, mudslides and other dangerous situations may occur that could affect lives.
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Beach renourishment helps to protect inland properties by providing better stability to these
inclines.
5. It can secure the environment for future generations.
A properly engineered beach renourishment project can create a permanent beach that will be
around for everyone to enjoy for years to come.
The Cons of Beach Renourishment
1. It is a temporary measure to fix a permanent problem.
Ultimately beach renourishment is only a bandage for an ongoing problem. Beach erosion has a
core problem that is not addressed by this process. Without a plan to address the erosion issue,
eventually beach renourishment will need to occur again and again to preserve the ecosystem.
2. It alters the natural course of nature.
Natural sand compacts over time as a way to prevent itself from being eroded away. When the
tide is out, walk out on the sand that exists between the moist, soft sand that a foot sinks into
and the powdery sand that rarely experiences waves. The middle zone is firm and protective,
which is why wild beaches tend to be more durable. Much of the replacement sand ultimately
just floats away with the first waves.
3. It is incredibly expensive.
It is not uncommon for a beach renourishment project to be a $100 million investment.
Although some projects have private financing and backing, many of these projects wind up
being funded by taxpayers. That’s $100 million which could also go to bridge repair,
infrastructure development, or social programs.
4. The process of renourishment can interrupt natural life cycles.
The process of repairing a beach can be very extensive. Beaches are often extended vertically
and horizontally during the repair. Sand is often imported for this process, creating grain
variations that can be problematic for local sea life. Even after the repair is completed, the
natural life cycle may still be interrupted by changes to wave patterns, the shape of the beach,
and other unforeseen factors that occur locally.
5. It may reduce light availability.
Changes in beach size and shape can affect the way sunlight reaches the shallow tidal zones. In
return, plant and sea life can be affected in positive and negative ways. The biggest negative is
that lower or higher levels of sunlight can cause species growth to overwhelm the system or
species death.
Beach renourishment can effectively protect a local ecosystem, but it comes at a sometimes
steep price. It is up to each local community to determine if they are willing to pay the required
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price to repair a beach. By weighing all of the pros and cons of this process, the correct decision
can be made at the local level.
3) Practices of Other Beaches –

Grove Beach Improvement Assoc. - No beach to maintain. All beach areas are privately owned
in front of private homes.
Grove Beach Point Assoc. - Concerned about cost, so last sand purchased was 15 years ago.
However, each year they do move sand from West to East side of their beach, moving a few
thousand yards per year.
Island View Beach Assoc. - More than enough is deposited by Mother Nature each year; a jetty,
built over 30 years ago, is almost completely covered by the tidal/wave action!! Lucky them!!
Little Stannard - No - Lets Mother Nature do her job.
Middle Beach - No
Old Kelsey Point Assoc. and O.K. Hill Assoc. - Have not replenished in 25 years; however, last
year they sifted the sand themselves (by members); they would be interested in partnering with
another association/district to buy sand, share cost of sifting, etc.
Note: might be a good idea to inquire about this partnering; might be some cost-savings here
since they are contiguous to our beach.
Pointina - No. They keep their groins in repair; one was broken by a huge log two winters ago,
and they lost one (1) foot of sand on their beach. After repair of the groin, they are now regaining
sand.
West Beach - No. Let Mother Nature take care of it. Gain some, lose some.
Indiantown, Old Saybrook (OS) - Yes, but not sure of frequency. (I will continue to check to find
out the person who can give me that answer).
Great Hammock, OS - Yes. Every year. President mentioned that their BOD believes that sand
replenishment is the best thing that the Assoc can do for their members....all the members are
there for the water, boating, and sand.
Cornfield Point Assoc., OS - Yes. Every year.
Old Colony Assoc., East Lyme - Have abundance of sand washed up onto their beach, parking
lot, and member's yards. Must move sand from parking lots, roadways each year with
bulldozers!! (Lucky beach!!)
Crescent Beach Assoc., Niantic - Yes. Every year. Beach is a focus of the members and they
want sand; Assoc. complies. Wow!!
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Note: At the time of the survey, there was no question concerning what type of sand, or where
they purchase it from.
4) Health and Safety –
a) Bacteria in Sand
From Beachapedia
As explained further in our article on Epidemiological Studies, certain "indicator bacteria" (total
coliform, fecal coliform, E. coli and enterococcus) are measured in recreational waters and
compared against federal and state standards to determine whether the water is safe to swim
in. At many locations where bacteria levels frequently exceed standards, investigations have
been conducted to try to identify and eliminate the pollution source(s) (see article Bacterial
Pollution, Tracking the Sources). All too often, however, it has been difficult to locate a source of
the pollution. At some beaches, scientists have noticed a correlation between bacteria levels in
the water and extreme ("spring") tides. In particular, the highest bacteria levels are often
associated with ebb (outgoing) tides under spring tide conditions. Could the sand be acting as a
"reservoir" for bacteria and therefore a source of bacteria found in the ocean? Trying to answer
this question has led to studies that measure indicator bacteria in beach sand.
Conventional wisdom has been that fecal indicator bacteria such as enterococcus and E. coli do
not survive for very long in the environment once they are disassociated from a human or
animal host and their waste material. It was also believed that these bacteria could not replicate
and maintain colonies in the environment. So, it was somewhat of a surprise when beach sand
was tested for indicator bacteria and the bacteria were pretty much found – everywhere. In
Hawaii, California, Florida (1, 2), Great Lakes Beaches (1, 2) - seemingly everywhere researchers
collected sand samples - bacteria such as enterococcus or E. coli (enterococcus is generally
measured at salt water beaches while E. coli is generally measured at fresh water beaches) were
detected in the beach sand.
So far, the results of sand testing have raised more questions than they have provided
answers. The pattern of bacteria distribution appears to be different at different beaches. In
general, researchers in California found the highest levels in wet sand and/or near storm drain
outlets. They also found higher levels at "enclosed" beaches than at open ocean beaches.
Researchers in Florida found the highest levels in dry sand. Some researchers noted higher
concentrations at beaches with the highest human usage, while other researchers at different
locations did not observe this pattern.
This has led to a lot of confusion and differing theories. Do the bacteria in sand indicate a human
health threat? If so, what is a safe level? Are the bacteria in sand a significant source of the
bacteria that are detected in water samples? If beach sand is a significant source of bacteria in
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the water, do these bacteria detected in water indicate a real health threat from a recent
pollution event or do they represent a resident population of sand bacteria that pose no harm?
The answer to all these questions is the same – no one knows.
There are several challenges to making sense of all this. First, a standard method does not yet
exist to measure bacteria in sand. Sampling procedures vary amongst researchers, but, in
general, a sand sample is collected and weighed. Then the sample is mixed with a specified
volume of either distilled water or phosphate buffered water. After allowing the mixture to
settle, the water is poured (decanted) off and the water is then measured for bacteria using
either a membrane filtration method or a "defined substrate" (IDEXX) method. The many
potential variables (relative amounts of sand and water, type of water, mixing method, settling
time, analytical method) need to be standardized to allow comparison between test results
from different researchers. Scientists at Southern California Coastal Water Research Project
recently completed a method comparison study which developed a recommended standard
method.
Even after there is a standard method, the results (for the water extracted from sand-water
mixing) can not be directly compared to any existing health standard, because no such standard
exists. To develop such a standard, sand testing would have to be combined with health surveys
of thousands of beach-goers to evaluate if any sand exposure-related illnesses are occurring and
if these correlate with levels of measured bacteria in the beach sand. An obvious difference
between water and sand exposure is that people are less likely to ingest sand, with the notable
exception of small children. Some recent epidemiological studies have started to incorporate
sand testing, but consensus results and a health standard, if warranted, are probably years
away.
There continues to be a lot of research in this area, including several presentations at technical
conferences (1, 2) devoted to this subject, so stay tuned for further developments.
In the meantime, an article on the discovery of bacteria in the sand in South Florida
recommends:
"If the beach is closed due to contaminated water, stay off the sand. Keep in mind the "swell
area" where crashing waves meet the beach can potentially carry the highest risk exposure.
Always use a towel. Rigorously wash your hands and the hands of your children before eating.
Report any illness following a visit to the beach to your local department of health."
References
Article on Clean Beaches Council 2005 Report:
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Beach Bacteria Warning: That Sand May Be Contaminated
Articles on Southern California Beach Sand Studies by Dr. Jennifer Jay (UCLA):
High Levels of Unhealthy Bacteria Found in Sand at L.A. Area Beaches
Study shows unhealthy bacteria in Southern California beach sand
Article on California Beach Sand Studies by Dr. Alexandria Boehm (Stanford)
Human Waste On Beach: Sticking To The Sand Might Not Be Such Good, Clean Fun For
Beachgoers
Article on Florida Beach Sand Studies by Dr. Andrew Rogerson:
Fun in the Sand Now Hindered by Fecal Bacteria
Research Paper and Articles on Beach Sand Testing in Hawaii
Sand, soil, and pigeon droppings: sources of indicator bacteria in the waters of Hanauma
Bay, Oahu, Hawaii
Group testing Waikiki sand for bacteria
After Spill, Waikiki Sand Is Clean, Health Group Says
Article and Research Paper on Sand Testing on Great Lakes Beaches
Beach Sand May Harbor Disease-causing E. coli Bacteria
Foreshore Sand as a Source of Escherichia coli in Nearshore Water of a Lake Michigan Beach
January 2012 EPA Study
Digging in beach sand linked to increased risk of gastrointestinal illness
Information on Development of a Standard Method for Sand Testing
Evaluating Methods to Measure Fecal Indicator Bacteria (FIB) in Sand
Information on California Epidemiological Studies (Avalon, Doheny, Malibu)
California Epidemiological Studies
Article and Conference Program on Sessions on Contaminated Sand
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Beach Sand Often More Contaminated than Water
Contact with Beach Sand, Concentrations of Fecal Indicators, and Enteric Illness Risk (2009
National Beaches Conference, Session XI)

Continuation of Health and Safety:
b) Other articles – See above list
c) Testing - Phoenix Labs – Results, Cost – Test Sand for $50 per sample ( See attached test
results for Chapman Beach – Negative Results from last summer)
d) Chemicals from Lawns – Rules and Regulations from Deep (Waiting on clarification from DEEP)
e) No Standard Method for Measuring Bacteria in Sand
f) Sand Not tested – Water tested normally for Health & Safety Issues

5) Measurement of Sand Levels –
To better evaluate the levels of sand on our beaches that has been lost or deposited due to
storms and title effects, we thought it would be helpful to have a “Base” from which objective
comparisons could be made year to year.
After studying a number of methods to measure ( GPS, Laser Level, Computer Simulation, etc.),
we decided that a combination of a topographical survey (base line) and photography would be the
most useful, economical, and repeatable method for a year to year comparison.
The topographical survey would encompass the area from low water (low tide) to the upland
boundary (grass area sea wall). This mapping would serve as a snapshot in time from which either
future surveys could be compared against the base line survey or photographs would be taken each
year to be used as a more economical reference for comparison. A 3-D graphic may also be used to
help visualize the base line conditions. Permanent elevation benchmarks would be established
(example: jetty, big rocks etc.) for future reference.
All work should be complete in current working datum’s, for Horizontal NA83 and for Vertical
NAVD88 to coincide with State and Federal mapping systems.
Cost $750 (Richard O’Donnell has graciously provided us with a very low price in addition to
helping with the technical aspects of our research)
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6) Rating System – Sand – What Makes Good Sand?
Some qualities that generally are used to describe beach sand from a technical point of view are:
coarseness, particle, size, color,% Organics, %Fine Ground Shells/ Rocks, shape ( angled vs
round).
We feel that since there may be many varying opinions on what sand qualities are needed, our
committee recommended course of action would be to conduct a survey of the residents of
Chapman Beach to find out what qualities they view as important to their overall enjoyment of
the sand as well as some other related topics on the subject.
Some examples of Questions that could be used:
1. Do you or a member of your household enjoy sitting on the beach?
2. How often do you sit on the beach? Which beach? (Main, Dibble, 2nd,3rd)
3. Is your home used as a rental property?
5. Do you have any concerns about the sand on the beach? If yes – What are your concerns?
6. Questions to determine what sand qualities are important to the residents of Chapman
Beach
7. Are you satisfied with the quality of the existing sand on the beach?
8. How often would you like to see our District replenish sand on our beach?
9. Do you feel that a quality beach would increase / impact your property values?
10. Do you feel that our District should include beach nourishment as a line item in the budget
for consideration each year?
We believe we can accomplish this at minimum cost using email and snail mail with a service like
Survey Monkey, Zoho at minimum cost. Some of these services are free, others cost $50-$100.
Budget $100 – The survey to be completed in July.

7) Supply Sources –
a. Reliable and Reputable
b. Costs? Co-ops? Co-ops not currently being used locally
c. Vendors in CT –
Gateway Terminal – New Haven
Ed’s Garage – Canterbury
Cooper Corp – Chester ($22 per ton/ 23 tons per truck load)
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d. Certificate of Quality – Specs - TBD
e. Island View Beach –
Island View Beach has excess sand that may be available to other beaches from
time to time. We have been told from a DEEP Official that beach sand can be moved
from beach to beach if it is “clean material and has compatible grain size”. We are
getting the clarification if permits are needed if sand is above the high water mark and
meets the criteria of cleanliness and grain size. We have researched sources for grain
size testing and cleanliness and for $20 such testing can be done. See Attachment.

8) Alternative Methods of Sand Conservation and ReNourishment
a) Mounding
b) Move from one beach to another at Chapman
c) Use tarps for protection from wind
d) Move from beach in close proximity to Chapman ( See Island View Beach)
e) Dredging (Very Expensive)

9) Timing –
The Committee has determine that there are a number of Go/No Go timing issues that
may need to be addressed by the BOD if in any year they have made the decision that
sand is needed on the beaches.
a) When would a decision have to be made that the storm season us over and
the sand is stabilized for the summer and whether or not sand is needed?
April 15th? April 30th?
b) What would be the availability and cost be for the sand that has been
profiled? How long would it take to complete the purchase?
c) Where would the funding come from? Budget meetings are generally held
in late May and any approval of funds cannot be spent until July 1. Could the
emergency funds be used? Could the Common Area Improvements line
item be used?
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10) Recommendation’s
a) Fund Topographical Survey to establish benchmarks for measurement and needs.
$750 for both Main Beach and Dibble Beach is a very good price
b) Sand Committee would like to proceed with a survey this summer of the Beach
Members to understand what the Members preference is to sand quality, questions
etc.,
Survey Monkey – 10 questions, 100 answers – Free
Zoho – 15 questions, 150 answers, - Free
Survey Sparrow- $49
See sample questions from page 10
Budget $100 which would include any mailing that might be needed as well as
email.

c) Committee recommends that BOD perfect a protocol for decision making on sand
needs, budgets, and funding so that in any year that the BOD has decided that
there is a need for sand (the quality has been decided in advance)that there is
ample time to order it and have the funds available to pay for it. We ask that the
BOD recognize and acknowledge that the present system in place does not
accommodate these practical issues due to budget meetings held generally in late
May and any approved funding cannot be spent until July 1 – which would be well
into the summer season. Any ReNourishment at this time (July) would be
inconvenient, unsafe, and not practical. Should Sand be a separate budget line
item? Could the need for sand funding be categorized as an “emergency” which the
BOD could then approve up to $5,000 in “emergency funds” for sand
renourishment?
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11) Website – Research – References
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